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Intro

Over the last year I have been working 
with TEEN TALK’S Peer Support 
program through the support of 
The Winnipeg Arts Council. We have 
been drawing pictures, writing music, 
poems, reflections and stories about 
our relationships with ourselves, our 
family, our friends and our partners. 
Throughout our time together we 
have created this booklet and an 
accompanying collection of songs. The 
poems, songs, reflections and stories 
contained in this book are the opinions 
and ideas of the authors. Please enjoy!

-Pip Skid

Go to peersupport204.bandcamp.com 
to listen to our hip hop EP. A collection 
of songs highlighting people’s different 
perspectives about their take on 
relationships, life, love and learning.

Teen Talk is a youth health education 
service. We offer workshops and peer 
education trainings for youth as well 
as service provider trainings. Working 
with a youth friendly, harm reduction 
approach, our session topics include: 
sexual health, mental health, body 
image, substance use, anti-oppression 
and dating relationships.

 
The Peer Support Program at Teen 
Talk is an exciting volunteer opportunity 
for youth who are interested in peer 
education, helping others and learning 
more about issues related to sexual and 
mental health. Anyone who is 14-18 
years old and lives in Winnipeg can join 
one of our Peer Support trainings to get 
involved! 

Magazine and Music created by all 
these amazing volunteers from Teen 
Talk’s Peer Support Program!

Jessalie Macam
Shoki Onosson
Claire Sutton
Ange Amuri
Claudine Musaka
Amisa Madaraka
Finn Swanson-Bilyk
Cleche Kokolo
Daphne Cleveland
Sasha O'Reggio
Princess Mwimure
Sarah McDonald
Donwin Lacdao
Jonah Zabloski
Maguire Steingart
Serena Griffiths-Corley
Mariam Ba
Lily Henderson Bamford
Daniela 

Healthy Relationships 101 was 
created through the Winnipeg Arts 
Council’s Youth WITH ART commu-
nity public art program and is part 
of the City of Winnipeg’s Public Art 
Collection.
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Yea you did me wrong
Why did this take so long for me to see that you 
were never good for me?
Sometimes you were good for me but other 
times I couldn’t see
Why we couldn’t be so now I’m free
I’m free to be a better me

Curiously, wandering when you’re
wgoing to leave here for me.
Okay, lets be real over here.
Time to make things really clear
It was me at first 
Then you finally saw her she fixed 
your thirst
At first all I thought was how can this 
get any worse?
Alright!!!!
I got over it
Just thought one day you guys would 
split.
Now I’m done, changed my mind, 
you weren’t the one moved on to a 
better place everything is clear in my 
own pace I don’t need you or your 
side boo……
I believe I’ma find what I deserve 
instead of you or your girl getting all 
on my nerves
I wanna be happy. Not sappy.
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Wake up in the middle of the night
Feather light pillows, fire light, eyes 
wide
Static throughout the air, remnants 
of a fight, you and I in the moon-
light.
Just here
War and love, panic and fear
You were just here
Make-up steamed with tears
I swear you were just here

“for the best” you said, and the rest 
I forget
In the end it’s still you who left
Right, wrong, game on and on and 
on….
Love, is it enough with trust and 
respect
What’s left?
For you the echo of a promise I 
dismissed
My ruination, self-destruction
You and I unbroken, then
Just here
War and love, panic and fear, you 
were just here
Make-up streaked with tears, I swear 
you were just here

                                 Yes! 
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*a date can be with a 
friend, a family member, 
a lover, a partner or all by 
yourself. Taking yourself a 
date can be just what the 
doctor ordered!

FUN THINGS TO DO    
ON A DATE IN WINNIPEG!!!!!!!    

Millenium Library 

(read a poem out loud to a friend)

Go on a long walk

Go to the arcade

Go out for food

Do
ub

le
 da

te
Star gaze

Learn a dance

The Zoo

Sky Zone

The movies

First Fridays (see some 
art!)
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Relationship

Relationship is a bond.
A bond that ties everything.
A bond that is unbreakable.
But once you lose it.
Theres no turning back.
There will be no second road.
Cause love was made with one direc-
tion
That is loving each other.
You love them because they are being 
there for you.

A relationship is not only between a 
boyfriend, a girlfriend, or partners.
But it is also about other people around 
you.
People who care and love you for you 
and who you are.
Not because you’re rich or famous but 
what you bing you are.

Reflections

Friendship 

Friendship is important.
Cause they are the people who will 
catch you.
Catch you and love you for who you 
are.
Before looking for somebody to love 
you should love and accept yourself.
Cause you are the only person who 
can love and accept you in that way.

Friends they will be there to stay and 
guide but there will be times that 
you need to stand on your own two 
feet.
Two feet that is firm and standing in 
case of pain.
Pain that can be never never ending.
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What a healthy relationship looks like

Everyone has their own definition of what a healthy relationship is. I’ve asked many 
youths what a healthy relationship was to them. Here’s what some of them said;

• A healthy relationship is trust and loyalty

• A healthy relationship requires communication, trust sexual activity and for the 
partners to be friends. You need to be wanting to spend time with your significant 
other at any moment given and having common interests greatly helps in the devel-
opment of the relationship.

• A healthy relationship is one where you both trust each other, where no one tries 
to take advantage of the other, where you both help each other to accomplish your 
goals and support each other when it gets tough

• A healthy relationship means to have complete trust within each other

• A healthy relationship is when both partners are happy and comfortable with each 
other and also when you try to resolve all your arguments

• In a healthy relationship you need trust, honesty, compatibility, casual arguments 
and being free of speech

A healthy relationship can vary from person to person but it’s important to know what a 
healthy relationship looks like to you.
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Healthy relationships to me:
To me healthy relationships are kind of different 
because it’ll be different if you’re in a relation-
ship or a friendship. 
If you’re in a relationship a healthy one to me 
that would be believing in each other, being loy-
al, trusting each other, honesty, being yourself, 
loving each other and seeing a future with your 
partner. 
But if it’s just a friendship then it would still 
consist of most of the same traits as being in a 
relationship, except you wouldn’t be with the 
person a lot of the time, it would be a person 
you can go to hangout with and do fun stuff 
with and do stuff you might not be able to do if 
you were in a relationship.
But this is just my way of looking at healthy 
relationships.
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Don’t stop Loving

Loving somebody maybe painful
But please don’t stop
Cause loving is not about pain
It’s about showing your love thats overwhelm-
ing
That you would rather share it than waiting it on 
somebody who is not worth it
Maybe you will find the person for you
But you should enjoy being loved and giving 
love.

Losing somebody is painful
Holding on when you know you should give up.
Fighting for the person you think is right.
But in the end may not be right.

What an amazing experience 
But don’t just stop there
Continue the journey of life.
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Taking Time For Yourself

A Healthy Relationship with yourself is a difficult thing to define. 
I started to develop a healthy relationship with myself in my year and a half 
of sobriety. In that time I have learned a lot about myself. As unorthodox as 
it might sound I needed to crash over and over again to realize something 
was wrong. Something was terribly wrong. That was that I couldn’t look at my 
reflection and see anything good. I used to look and not think, not think about 
the people I was hurting, not think about my future, not think about how I was 
missing school, not thinking about my mental or physical health, not looking at 
what I had become. 

I love myself now and one of the ways I keep up the healthy relationship is by 
checking in with myself and find out how I’m feeling. How and what I need to 
do to get through the day whether that be saying good job kid you ate breakfast 
to you got out of bed.

However it’s a difficult thing to evaluate and see how your doing when your two 
steps from drowning in an abyss of fear and loathing.
I never cared about my sleep what I put in my body or how I thought about 
myself because I didn’t believe I was worth it.
 
Before becoming sober I checked myself into a treatment center with the help 
of family and friends. I had crashed I knew I had to get busy dying or get busy 
living and getting away from everything gave me time to think.
Think and think, think so much you look for answers. I decided then that I was 
worth it.

I’m worth a good nights sleep, I’m worth a proper meal, I’m worth pursuing my 
dreams, I’m worth joy I’m worth love I’m worth self love.
I deserve to love myself. It wasn’t easy to learn. I never had to love myself as a 
kid because I was a kid. 

But thankfully I crashed and saw the world crumble around me. You can’t know 
light without darkness.

And many of you will see the darkest of times possibly in yourself or others. 
But that doesn’t mean you’re hopeless. Far from it it means you know pain but 
having said that you can know a profound love with yourself that no one can 
take away from you.

When I started my journey 
I asked myself 

Am I worth happiness, am I worth positive thoughts, am I worth the time it 
takes to develop these habits. I think you are but i can’t think for you. You have 
to think for yourself.

We all have a choose and choosing to work on a relationship with yourself will 
help you love the people around you.

MORE FUN THINGS TO DO ON A       
DATE IN WINNIPEG!!!!!!!  
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*a date can be with a 
friend, a family member, 
a lover, a partner or all by 
yourself. Taking yourself a 
date can be just what the 
doctor ordered!

MORE FUN THINGS TO DO ON A       
DATE IN WINNIPEG!!!!!!!  

Ikea

Thunder Rapids

Grand Prix

Humane Society

Cat Cafe

Art Galler-

BDI

Farmers market

Folklarama

Picnic in the park
Witch Hut
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SONGS
My life was left without romance
And I was willing to take a chance
Risked psychedelics to attempt to see above 
Left my job with  love
To make sure that I was no welcome back
Then publicly made sure my name black
By posting a life’s errors online
To be judged in good time
Leaving for the west with little plans
With only the money I held in hand
But not before giving my iPhone away
Then leaving the city with nowhere to stay
Stress and freedom on the open road
Open with empty optimism and empty goals

Going west to reclaim the past
Leaving any chance making cash
Going west to see friends
Leaving some who didn’t make amends
Going west to see a girl
Leaving a woman in a whirl
Going west cause I was strong
But I’d be broken all along

Going west but what I found
Is a wall being built around
Thoughts and dreams can themselves be liars
False intentions, false desires
4:30 am too far from home
A traffic ticket halts me like a stone
In the very spot where my psyche was destroyed
Years ago while unemployed
My schooling had never been completed
I was living with my parents defeated
Marriage had ended, religion suspended
A childhood error that had never been mended

I took a trip with my folks
With shrouded reasons for doing 
so
I came face to face with my past
And knew my grip would not hold 
fast
I left reality behind that fateful day
On a quiet farmyard far away
Back here now I feared reprimand
But what I found instead was an 
open hand

A place where for a moment
I could be away from the judge-
ment
And pushed to the spot where I’d 
be debased
And where now my past could be 
erased
Erased, at the end of the last 
paved road
Forgiven, at a serene family home
Generously handled by someone 
whom I did not know
Who gently allowed it to be let go
Someone whom I did sorely miss
The embodiment of pistachios, 
cream, saffron and rose.
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First you buy the food, then you 
set the mood
Ask the permission, continue the 
mission
But if they say no, then the plan’s 
gotta go
(pause)
Don’t be late to your first date, or 
the trust will deflate
If you don’t respect me, please 
don’t expect me

Chorus
So treat each other royally, give 
each other loyalty
(repeat)
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Talk your mind, I’ve been here too many 
times
You show me your brain but it comes out far 
too plain
Darlin’ tell me are you free? Cause you have 
to be here for me

Refrain:
Come closer, I’m scared, but you speak
Thanks for making me laugh
It’s in the past

Faster part:
Wanna tell you how I feel but somehow I 
can’t tell if it’s real
Overtime I see your face, it’s never in the 
proper place
I wanna love you or let you know that in my 
heart theres room to grow

My thoughts are moving fast
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Hey!
Did you know that we made a hip hop album full of songs all 
about being in different types of relationships?  And guess what? 
It’s called Healthy Relationships 101. There are songs about love, 
dealing with a break-up, self-care and so much more!! You can 
listen and download the album for FREE!!! What are you waiting 
for? Go check it out! https://peersupport204.bandcamp.com/
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*a date can be with a 
friend, a family member, 
a lover, a partner or all by 
yourself. Taking yourself a 
date can be just what the 
doctor ordered!

EVEN MORE FUN THINGS TO DO      
ON A DATE IN WINNIPEG!!!!!!!    
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recipes

Sometimes when I’m not feeling super great my 
mom will make me nachos and we’ll sit quiet and 
watch tv together. It’s one of her love languages. 
Making me food is her way of saying that she loves 
me. So I wanted to share a super good vegetarian 
nacho recipe for you and your loved ones to share.

INGREDIENTS

blue tortilla chips
• 1 can black beans, rinsed and drained
• 1 green bell pepper, diced
• 1/2 cup frozen corn, thawed
• 1/4 teaspoon ground cumin
• 1/4 cup sliced black olives (not gross at all!)
• 12 tablespoons pickled jalapeño slices
• 1 cup shredded cheese
• 2 large plum tomatoes, chopped
• 1/2 cup chopped red onion
• 1/2 cup cilantro, chopped
• lots of fresh lime juice!!!!!!
• 1 avocado, diced

PREPARATION

Heat oven to 425°F. Coat a baking sheet with 
cooking spray; spread chips evenly on sheet. In a 
bowl, combine beans, pepper, corn and cumin; 
spoon over chips. Top with olives, jalapeños and 
cheese; bake until cheese melts, 5 to 6 minutes. In 
same bowl, combine tomato, onion, cilantro and 
juice; gently mix in avocado. Serve nachos topped 
with salsa.
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*a date can be with a 
friend, a family member, 
a lover, a partner or all by 
yourself. Taking yourself a 
date can be just what the 
doctor ordered!

THERE ARE SO MANY FUN     
THINGS TO DO ON A DATE IN       

WINNIPEG!!!!!!!

Board games

Make dinner together

Portage Place
ParksUputz

Strawberry picking

Corn maze
Volunteering 

Assiniboia Downs

Plant a garden
Bowling
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All about Consent!

Consent makes sex safer. It means getting clear permission, which means both people 
need to willingly and freely say yes before any sexual activity. Sexual activity includes 
sex, kissing, hugging, making out, cuddling, or touching someone’s body in a sexual way. 
It’s important to ask someone before touching them. Anything other than yes means no, 
so if they aren’t interested, aren’t sure or don’t say anything, it means the answer is no. 

You can think of consent as: Ask, Listen, Respect. You need to ask your partner what 
they want to do, listen to what they want, and respect them by doing only what they 
want to do. 

Talking about Consent

Ask

Asking for consent can be fun and it can help to figure out ways to talk about consent 
that feel comfortable. We know that it can be more complicated than just asking or 
saying “yes” or “no.” 

People don’t always talk about touching/sex before it happens; sometimes people 
communicate non-verbally, through eye contact and body language. However, actually 
talking about consent gives both people a chance to say whether or not they are into 
something. When we talk about consent in our own words it can also be fun and sexy. It 
also ensures that sex is safer and Ideally, pleasurable for both people.

Examples: 
- “Want to _____?"
-  “I’ve always wanted to try ___ what do you think?”
-  “Are you comfortable with this?”
- “How do you feel about this?”
- “Do you like this?”
- “What are you comfortable with?”
- “What do you like?”
- “Can I kiss you?” 
- “Is this ok for you?” 
- “I really want to _____, do you?” 
- “Would it be okay with you if… ?”

TIP: When your partner is using non-verbal cues (like looks, body language etc.), use 
them as a way to start a conversation. For example, if they are looking at your lips, or 
leaning in to be kissed you could say “do you want me to kiss you?” 
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Listen

Part of asking for consent is listening to the response. It’s important to pay attention to 
their body language and tone of voice. If they are saying yes, but they look uncomfortable 
or sound unsure, it is not a clear yes and it’s important to check in with them further, 
which could sound like “You sound unsure, I want you to know that it’s totally okay if you 
don’t want to.” 

Respect

If you receive a no when asking, even though feelings of rejection can be hard, it’s our re-
sponsibility to deal with our feelings and respect the other person. It’s never okay to make 
someone feel bad for saying no. 

Consent is ongoing, which means you have a right to say no at any time, including right 
before or during, even if the other person really wants to. If someone changes their mind 
during any sexual activity, it would need to stop. If someone says “stop”, or “wait”, looks 
uncomfortable or is pulling away, stop and check in with them. This could mean stopping 
and saying; “You don’t seem into this anymore, we can stop if you want” If you are unsure, 
always stop and ask. 

Other examples of how to check in: 
- “Is this still ok?” 
- “Maybe we should stop?” 
- “Is everything ok?”
- “Do you like this?” 
- “Does this feel good?”

*TIP: Remember to say these things in a neutral and respectful way. If you sound sarcastic, 
angry or judgmental, you could actually make the person feel unsafe or pressured to keep 
going, and that is coercion, not consent.
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Building a Healthy Relationship with Yourself

Write about things you do to take care and nourish the different aspects of yourself. The 
head represents your mental health, the heart area represents your emotional health, 
and the rest of the body represents your physical health. The space around you rep-

resents your spiritual health. Also, all of the different parts of ourselves connect and can 
affect each other. For example, getting regular sleep and exercise (moving our bodies in 
ways that we enjoy) is good for our physical health, but it also nourishes our emotional 

health and our spirit.

Healthy Breakups

Breakups are not fun, but can be healthy.  People’s feelings are involved, so it needs to 
be done with care and respect.

A Healthy Breakup is HIGH on Respect:
• Choosing the right place and time

• Taking everybody’s feelings into account. Be honest and kind about why you 
want to end the relationship.

• Recognize that “guilting” or begging a person into staying is not healthy or help-
ful to either person.

And LOW on Drama:
• Give thought to privacy, kindness and their feelings

• Use assertive communication. Ideally tell your partner first hand, not through 
other people or social media.

• Negotiate what, if anything, is ok to say about the break up on social media.

• Don’t spread rumours after the breakup. Try to stay respectful (no matter what 
your ex is doing or saying.)

Regardless of whose idea it is to end the relationship, break ups can be difficult. It is 
important to take care of yourself, get some supports, and work to accept what has hap-
pened. If you don’t seem to be bouncing back (feel depressed), it may be a good idea to 
talk to someone you trust about it.

Being single! 

Being single can be great! Some people aren’t interested in dating and many people feel 
fulfilled and happy without being in a dating relationship. It’s also a good time to work 
on our relationship with ourselves as well as with other people in our lives like friends, 
family, etc.  Use the space on the next 2 pages to write or draw things to do when single 
or what you love about being single!
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What a healthy relationship looks like

Everyone has their own definition of what a healthy relationship is. I’ve asked 
many youths what a healthy relationship was to them. Here’s what some of them 
said;

• A healthy relationship is trust and loyalty
• A healthy relationship requires communication, trust sexual activity and for the 
partners to be friends. You need to be wanting to spend time with your signifi-
cant other at any moment given and having common interests greatly helps in 
the development of the relationship.
• A healthy relationship is one where you both trust each other, where no one 
tries to take advantage of the other, where you both help each other to accom-
plish your goals and support each other when it gets tough
• A healthy relationship means to have complete trust within each other
• A healthy relationship is when both partners are happy and comfortable with 
each other and also when you try to resolve all your arguments
• In a healthy relationship you need trust, honesty, compatibility, casual argu-
ments and being free of speech

A healthy relationship can vary from person to person but it’s important to know 
what a healthy relationship looks like to you.



	

For more info on sexual health, mental 
health, substance use and healthy 
relationships, check out teentalk.ca 
	
Follow us on: 

teentalkMB 

teentalkMB 

@TeenTalkMB 

Need help now? 
Klinic Crisis Line 1.888.322.3019 

	 Need	to	Talk?	
	

Klinic Crisis Line (24 hrs)……….1.888.322.3019 
Counselling and or 204.786.8686 
support for people in crisis. 

	
MB Suicide Prevention & Support Line 
(2 4     h rs )… … … … … … … … … … … ..1.877.435.7170 
Support for people thinking about suicide, or 
affected by another’s thoughts/ attempts of 
suicide. 

	
Klinic Sexual Assault …………..1.888.292.7565 
Crisis Line (24 hrs) or 204.786.8631 
Counselling, information, support and 
advocacy concerning sexual assault. 

	
Kids Help Phone (24 hours)…….1.800.668.6868 
in MB you can you can txt connect to 686868 
or online chat at kidshelpphone.ca 
Canada wide support and info service for youth. 
	

Teen Talk is a program of SERC and Klinic Community 
Health. We are not a crisis service. If you need to talk 

call the Klinic Crisis Line at 204.786.8686  or 
1.888.322.3019 

	
200-226 Osborne St. N, Wpg MB 

R3C 1V4   | 2 4.784.4010 


